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Edible History of Humanity by Tom Standage  
● What was your overall reaction (intellectual and visceral) -to the reading of this work? 

Have you read other texts that have similarly treated the issues of this book? How does 
this one rate? 

● What argument and evidence does Standage present regarding the submission that  
agriculture has become the basis of civilization as we know it? To what extent has food 
been a tracer for power structures, and the origins of inequality? 

● To what extent did food/spices lead to the wiring up of the first global trade network? 
How did this global trade network reveal the true geography of the planet and begin a 
new epoch in human history? 

● How did economic botany and geopolitical mastery lead the world to and through the 
industrial revolution? How did the interrelationship of colonialism, commerce and science 
influence the most significant reordering of the natural environment by mankind since the 
adoption of agriculture?  

● Where do you position yourself in the current conversation on biodiversity,  biofuel,  and 
solar energy? 

● “For most of human history, food is literally the fuel of war” (p. 149).  What has history 
uncovered for us regarding the relationship between war and food technology? How has 
food become a battlefield on which broader political fights take place?   

● How did the discovery of ammonia and its by-products contribute to what is known today 
as the “green revolution”.  What were the consequences - social, environmental and 
geopolitical - of this green revolution?  What do you project to be the influence of global 
warming on food types and sources - of course, that is if you believe in that construct? 

● What other texts/readings would you recommend for a similar book discussion? 
 
 


